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This bulletin analyzes a relatively novel approach in the service delivery scheme of 
pretrial diversion programs--the use of the written contract. It also gives basic 
guidance on the application of the written contract to tbose counselor and admini
strators involved in day-to-day counseling. 

The development of this bulletin is based, in part l in response to the increasing 
concern and criticism about the services being rendered to the pretrial diversion 
participant. !I Questions are being raised by practitioners which relate to the 
quality, amount and intensity of thd services being delivered. Similarly, there 
is much concern about the level of accountability practiced by diversion counseling 
staff, i.e. j how decisions and evaluations are made regarding the defendant's prog
ress through the program and on what und whose cl.iteria priorities are defined and 
ranked. It appears that there exists little evidence of objectivity and consistency 
in counseling practices when determining specific obligations and opportunities for 
the diversion participant. Furthermore, according to most program descriptions, 
diversi(.m counseling operations have experienced many difficulties since inception 
in the middle sixties. Much is still being done that is experimental and innovative. 
Counselors and participants must be able to perform many tasks and operate under 
stres~Jf\1l. circumstances. Nonetheless, it should be remembered that because of the 
supervisory and potentially coercive nature of the diversion program, special pro
cedures are needed to protect the human as well as the legal rights and dignity of 
the partiGipant in the program. 

While not attempting to provide a single solution to the problems which confront 
administrators/supervisors and counselors, this bulletin makes ~everal assumptions 
about the written contract: 

• that the contract is a technique that may be used to respond 
to the individual needs of the participant, aid the participant 
in learning problem-solving techniques, identify the mutual 
responsibilities and expectations of the counselor and partici
pant respectively; 

• that the l.'ontract may be used to provide structure for the 
counseling ~elationship and to focus the attention of the 
counselor on ~he processes designed to ensure the achieve
ment of mutually agreed upon goals for the pretrial partici
pant; 

• tha.t the contract serves as written evidence of the services 
ac:t~ually rendered and as documentation for evaluation of 
various services provided; and 

• that the contract can identify and help alleviate misunder
standings between the counselor and the participant early in 
the counseling relationship. 

1/ Based on an informal survey of pretrial diversion agencies and discuss5.ons I-lith noted authorities, diVersion 
administrators and counseling staff, readings, and annual reports of various diversion agencies. 
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This bulletin includes the following components: 

• an overview of the d~version process and an identification of 
questions raised by the services delivery system; 

• a discussion of the fundamentals of the contract, its functions 
in the counseling process generally, and the contract's specific 
application to the diversion process; 

• a practical guide for developing the contract, including a brief 
description of the counselor's role in this process; and 

• an examination of several types of contracts. 

Two issues should be noted. First, that the concept of contracting is not to be 
construed to be the same as the program's overall counseling approach or philosophy. 
The written contract in itself is not a treatn\ent approach; instead, it is a specific 
intervention technique that may be used by counselors in their own general counseling 
strategy with participants. Secondly that the use of the written contract is not a 
standard practice in most diversion programs. 2/ Therefore, the illustrations pro
vided in the text can only be offered as samples of the limited current practices. 
They are not suggested as preferred contract models. However, it is hoped that these 
illustrations will serve as a basis to encourage discussion and analysis of the 
various aspects of a program's administration and its delivery of services. y 

Although the primary focus of this bulletin is on contracting as a technique in the 
counseling process in diversion programs, the information included may be helpful to 
practitioners in other service professions. It provides introductory or reference 
material about the dynamics and issues of the counseling process in diversion pro
grams, and may be appropriate as a training tool for supervisors to review counsel
ing practices and uses of the written contract with their counselors. 

Y Generally, the contract has had wide application in social work practices. Examples are reflected in tl}", 
literature; Perlman, in pro~lem-solving approach to counseling; Rapaport, in short-term crisis intervention; 
Scherz, in family therapy; Thomas, \~ith the behavioral modification approaches; and Hollis, in the psycho
social approach. Articles by these authors are compiled in TheOl:ies of Social Casework, Chicago: 'University 
of Chicago Press, 1970. (As cited by Harlo\~ and Maluccio in "The Case for Contract", Social Work 19:1, 
January, 1974, p.30.) 

Th!) contract has also been utilized ill group settings. i::cc William Schwartz, "On the Use of Groups in Social 
I~ork practice", in Schwartz and Serpio R. Zalba, eds., The Practice of Group Work, New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1971; and Alan F. Klein, Social Work Through Group Processes, Albany: State University of 
New YorJt at Albany, 1970. 

A number of diversion programs have utilized the writttm contract with relative success. An up-dated list 
of these programs is available from the Resource Center upon request. 

~ Service delivery can really be assessed in two totally different modes: the direct delivery of services 
from counselor to client (which is the focus of this bulletin) and the management/administration of services 
by administrative and supervisory personnel. The lRtter is commonly termed case management. It is vital to 
highlight thiH distinction at the outset to avoid confusion. 

Case management focuses on the issues of how services are administered: Supervisors and/or administrators 
(depending on staff size, ot,>.) are involved in the planning, managing and evaluation of services. For 
example, a supervisor's function may include; assignment of cases, including review and identificati~n of 
different needs of client gr~ups and assessment of the different capabilities of the staf:L, service as a 
resource to provide technical information support to counselors, ote. 
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This section provides a basic conceptual framework upon which the bulletin is premised. 
The written contract has no real significance unless it is viewed within the brouder 
context of diversion and the counseling process generally. 

The following topics are covered: 

• overview of diversiun and identification of the issues of 
service delivery; 

• fundamentals of the contract and its function in the 
counseling process; and 

• the application of the contract to diversion. 

(Specific iPformation on the diversion process is included in the Appendices.) 

Overview of Diversion and Identification 
of the Issues of Service Delivery 

Counseling is a major portion of the diversion program's service delivery system. 4/ 
Early in the history of diversion, the majority of programs' services focused on -
vocational, educational, and/or employment counseling. Various diversion programs' 
annual r0.ports show that, generally, the participant was involved in weekly "rap" 
sessions with his designated counselor. As diversion practices evolved, programs 
developed substantial counseling components. 5/ Some programs emphasize an intensive 
counseling approach using professional treatm;nt staff as service deliverers, and the 
adoption of various behavioral approaches to counseling. Because counseling services 
comprise the bulk of activities for diversion programs, these services are often used 
as a measure by which counseling staff determine the attitudes, motivation, and 
general progress of participants. §/ 

Diversion counselors generally have primary responsibility for maintenance and super
vision of the participant during his/her enrollment in the program. In essence, the 
counselor is responsible for "helping" the defendant achieve positive behavioral and/ 
or attitudinal change and, at a minimum, maintain a stable life condition during 
enrollment. It is the counselor who often coordinates the application to the program, 
identifies the needs of the participant, determines the participant's motivation to 
work on his/her identified problems and which services will be provided. In addition, 
the counselor is often instrumental in the decision to terminate the program of an 
individual participant. 2/ Obviously, the counselor is an important decision-maker 

y 

SeC! (JCHCl'aZ·<'u National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies "Performance Standards and Goals for 
Pretrial Diversion", Washington, D.C., f"eptem):lCr, 1978. (Hereinafter cited as "Standards".) 

Sec "Standards" CUP2U .. Note 4. Also, some diversic)n programs emphasized extensive counseling sot'vices 
throughout the progrilm's history. One of the earliost programs to develop couns()ling sorvices aimed to 
enhance the pilrticipant's social and personal functioning (rather than emphasize manpower oriented services) 
was the Genesee County DeferreQ Prosecution Program, Flint Hichigan. 

Jeffrey Pagan and Wilfred Recker, "On Assessing the Impact of Treatment and Other Factors ,')n Succeosful 
Completion of a pretrial Intervention ~rogram", paper prepared for ~ationill Conforence on Criminal Justico 
Evaluation Panel Presontation on pretrial Divorsion/Intervention, 3.977, pp.10-ll. 

Ibid. 
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in the diversion process. To be able to deal effectively with the diversion 
participant, cou~selors must be conscious of the processes involved in seeing that 
goals are specific and subsequently achieved. Thus, it is crucial that the inter
action between counselor and participant be guided by a knowledgeable and ethical 
orientation. 

Despite continuous efforts by diversion counseling staff and administrators to be 
fair and objective in addressing the needs of the defendant, diversion continues 
to receive a great deal of criticism. Much of this criticism is based on sound 
skE:~pticism focused on diversion I s service delivery system. 8/ The counseling pro
cess in diversion is otten traught with many difficulties and frustrations. It is 
also a more dynamic and fluid process than can be presented on paper. Counselors 
and administrators must try to balance a number of factors which relate to general 
service delivery strategies and to specific counseling concerns. 

A review of the service delivery system in diversion reveals that the following 
issues remain problematic for the majority of diversion programs: 

• The dynamio tension betliJeen the ol'ientation oftha ZeeaZ. profession 
and tJzetl'eatment system. 21 

This dichotomy is exemplified in the following manner: the legal 
system entails a "diversion out" of the criminal justice system and 
advocates the safeguarding of the appropriate legal rights of the 
defendant/participant; the treatment system contemplates a "diversion 
to" an alternative social service structure with the hope that the 
delivery of services will prevent criminal behavior through early 
intervention. The goal of the treatment system is to "support and 
treat" the participant while the criminal justice system is committed 
to "supervisingll the participant. Essentially, the diversi.on 
counselor is attempting to prevent the next arrest and the legal 
prac"titioner is trying to achieve a good legal disposition of the 
pending charge. These conflicting goals sometimes result in 
inappropriate referrals to the diversion program, waste of time 
for the participant and program misunderstandings between the legal 
practitioners and the counselor. As an illustration, a potential 
participant not referred on a first arrest and misdemeanor charge 
but referred later with felony charges and several priors may present 
problems for the program. Similarly, participants may be referred 

§! Roberta Rovner-Pieczenik, Pretrial Intervention Strategies: An Evaluation of Policy Related Research and 
?olicy Maker Perceptions, Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, 1974; Joan Mullen, Pretrial Services: 
An Evaluation of Policy Related Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Abt Associates, 1974; J. P. McGloin and 
J. S. Cariello, An Examination of the Effectiveness of "Role Model" Counseling on a Pretrial Diversion 
Population, New Haven, Connecticut: New Haven Pretrial Services, Inc., 1976; Hichael Kirby, Findings 2, 
"Recent Research Findings in Pretrial Diversion", Washington. D.C.: Pretrial Services Resource Center. 
January 1978. 

2! This issue is highlighted by Norval Morris in a speech to attendees at the 1975 Pretrial Conference on 
Release and Diversion. He states "Conditional diversions too frequently tend to require support for, and 
supervision of the Offender, and that is a possible conjunction of roles. The Supervisor-treater may be 
a dysfunctional relationship, ... the desire to help when coupled with a desire to control is totalitarian 
and that's a difficult problem." (For comp'.ete speech see Final Report, October 1975, National Conference 
on Pretrial Release and Diversion, p.2l.) 

AZso see "The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargai~ingll, National Legal Aid and Defenders 
Association, National Colloquium On The Future of Defender Services, Washington, D.C., 1976, pp. 967-1015. 
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to the program who are not in need of treatment. This forces the 
counselor into "supervising" the participant rather than supporting 
and treating him/her. Some counselors have indicated difficulty 
with this role because they feel that there is little likelihood of 
rearrest and that the program is being used only for those cases 
which do not have strong prosecutable merit. 

In addition, to assure fairness and limit prejudice and discrimina
tion, the legal profession has requirRd that its practitioners rely 
on sound objective criteria to guide decision-making throughout the 
diversion process. 10/ Diversion service delivery staff have not 
been as critically scrutinized in their decision-making processes. 
Service delivery staff should be equally responsive and accountable 
to the principles of fairness, objectivity and consistency. 

• The Zaak of a unified theoretiaaZ~ ethiaaZ~ and praatiaaZ approaoh 
to the deZivery of serviaes. 

Since its beginning in the mid-sixties, many programs have developed 
under the rubric of pretrial diversion. 11/ Similarly, many diverse 
practices and styles of administering programs and delivering 
services have proliferated. 12/ Counseling styles vary among agencies 
and among individual counselors. 

Further, the limited amount of information about the actual services 
that are being rendered makes it difficult to know which service 
model is appropriate from a general counseling perspective: 13/ what 
the relative impact of the various services provided is, 14/ or what 
the appropriate role for diversion (to treat or to supervise) is. 
Conversations with diversion counselors reveal that it is a common 
practice for counselors to rely on an informal or verbal agreement 
with the participant (sometimes SUbstantiated by notes in the 
participants' records) as an indication of the work to be accomplished 
in the counseling relationship. 

• The motivationaZ ZeveZ of the partiaipant. 15/ 

Participants are not prompted to enter the diversion program solely 
in order to obtain assistance ·or alleviate frustrations. Instead, 

10/ National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Abstracts', March 1978, "On the Issue of Dangerousness". 

AZso refer to Pretrial Intervention Legal Issues, published oy Pretrial Intervention Service Center, 
American Bar Association, February, 1977. 

11/ Refer to John Galvin, Instead of Jail: Pre- and Post-Trial Alternatives to Jail Incarceration, Volumes 1 
and 3, Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, 1977; John Bel1assai, "Pretrial Diversion: The First Decade in Retrospect", Annual 
Journal, Washington, D.C.: Pretrial services Resource Center, 1978, pp. 14-37; "Standards" supra Note 4-,--

.!y Sec "Standards" supraJ Note 4, Chapter S. 

13/ Refer to "The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and plea Bargaining", National Legal Aid and Defenders 
Association, Op oit. 

14/ See Note 8 supra. 

~ This issue was identified at a workshop at the 1975 Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion. 
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they are referred by prosecutors, the court, or defense counsel, 
because of an arrest and as a result they may lack motivation to 
actively participate in a counseling program. Thus, the partici
pant may see the diversion option as a chance to "get by" and will 
attempt to do no more than is necessary until program parti.cipation 
ends. Consequently, counselors may coach certain participants 
along until they satisfactorily complete the program. 16/ Further, 
diversion participants often have multiple problems. It is some
times difficult to decide, in light of the limited resources of the 
program, which problems to address first. The participant may not 
even be able to articulate his/her own needs. Decisions on how 
best to "help" the participant must be based on what is realistic 
and practical given the participants own resources, skills, and 
ability ·to adapt and mobilize them, and the liMitations of the 
length of participation time, staff and community resources. 

o The weight and purpose of documentation at termination hearings. 17/ 

Obviously, not all participants complete the diversion program 
successfully. Those who do not are generally returned to the 
court for renewed prosecution. One agency's report indicates 
t.hat 19 percent of its participants were returned to traditional 
processing because of rearrest, and 54 percent for general non
cooperation (including unsatisfactory attendance in a training or 
counseling program). 18/ The reasons for non-completion are 
varied, (See Appendix A: Diversion Process.) The diversion 
option may have occurred at the wrong time in the participant's 
life or may have been the wrong option. Failure may be as much 
a program's failure as a participant's failure. Nonetheless, the 
participant whose program is terminated must have an opportunity 
to challenge this decision to ensure that his/her legal rights 
are being safeguarded and that the counselor has acted ethically 
and fairly. 19/ The counselor should be able to verify what 
activities actually occurred and to explain the objective criteria 
on which the decision is based. Thus, the need to adhere to sound 
ethical procedures is further heightened. 

In summary, the problems of the services system in diversion are manyfold and inter
twined. The counseling relationship is difficult. However, once the participant 
has completed the initial legal procedures (e.g.~ waiving of certain rights, signing 
acceptance/application forms where applicable), activity and participation in the 
program should be conditioned on the principles of the professional/participant 

!y 

18/ 

Cariello and ~lcGloin, An Examination of the Effectiveness of "Role Model" Counseling on a Pretrial Diversion 
Population, op cit. 

With the exception of rearrest or flight " ... the counselor is empowered to recommend that a defendant be 
terminated as unsuccessful at any point •.. ", National Colloquium on the Future of Defender Services, p. 982. 
Of pa:rtiauZa:r note, the New Jersey Supreme Court recently ruled in the case of State v. Lebbing, (158 N.J. 
Super. 209), that due process requirements must apply in termination hearings of a diversion client. Cited 
in Pretrial Reporter, Vol. II, Number 4. Implications may be significant for counseling staff. 

As cited in Joan Mullen, The Dilemma of D~version, Washington, D.C.: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
1975, p. 99. 

Sec "Standards" sup:ra, Note 4. 
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(treatment) relationship. The diversion program counselor must respond most care
fully to the participant's needs and individuality as well as the demands made by 
society. 

Fundamentals of the Contract and its 
Function in the Counseling Process 

Although several diversion programs have implemented written contracts there seems 
to be general confusion about the precise meaning of the contract and its appropriate
ness in the diversion program's service delivery strategy. While the development of 
the written contract may vary with individual programs and counselors, there are some 
basic elements of the contract which are common throughout. Specifically, the joint 
interaction between the counselor and participant in developing the contract which 
results in a rational plan that defines the problem to be worked on and the services 
to be rendered, establishes objectives and goals, and specifics a plan of action. ~ 

What is the contract? The legal definition of a contract suggests that it is lIa 
promise, or set of promises, for breach of which the law gives a remedy or the per
formance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty". 21/ Although the 
contract discussed here is not legally enforceable in the direct sense, 22/ principles 
of the legal definition are pertinent to diversion--mutual promise, and duty. The 
contract represents a "meeting of the minds" between the counselor and the participant. 
Therefore, a working definition of the contract should incorporate these elements. 
The following definition is posed by Marlow and Maluccio. Generally, the contract 
is the " •.• explicit agreement between the worker and the client concerning the target 
problems, the goals and the strategies of intervention and the roles and tasks of the 
participants." 23/ Although this definition was developed with particular relevancy 
for social work-Practitioners, it is equally applicable to the diversion field. 

~ For full discussion of the concept of Contraut refer to Beulah Compton and Burt Galaway, eds., Social Work 
Processes, Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1975, Chapter 8. 

It is important to note that some practitioners argue that "contracting" represents a particular mode of 
counseling (see Richard Jones, "The Use of Contract Counseling in Corrections", op ait). Others argue 
that the written contract is inherent in various "treatment" approaches (c.g., behavior modification 
approaches). It is postUlated that the contract represents an importa~t phase of the counseling process 
and is the tangible product resulting from interactions between the counselor and the client during this 
phase. The counseling process is conceptually divided into three phases: the contact phase, the contract 
phase, and the completion phase. During the contact phase the initial meetings occur, the problem(s) is/ 
are identified, data about the client and his/her situation is collected and the client is given general 
information about the agency and its activities. The final stage of the counseling relationship is the 
completion phase. This time is normally devoted to an assessment of the participant's progress during 
his/her enrollment in the program. Often, demonstrated behavioral and/or attitudinal changes and/or the 
completion of identified goals signal{s) the end of the counseling relationship. Presumably. th~ 
counselor has helped the client to overcome the problem(s) or crisis and has prepared the client to 
funct~.on adequately in his/her life situation without the need for further services from the counselor or 
the agency. For further discussion of the phases of the counseling relationship refer to Compton and 
Galaway, Social Work Processes, op ci.t, and Helen Harris Perlman, Social Cas8\~ork: A Problem Solving 
Process, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957. 

21/ Samuel Williston, A Treatise on the Law of Contract, edited by Walter N. C. Yeager, Mt, Kisco, New Y~rk: 
Baker, Vookis, 1957, 3rd ed., Sect. 1, as cited by Anthony Naluccio and Wilma Marlow, "The Case for the 
Contract" in Social Work Processes, op ait. 

~ This contract is indirectly enforceable in that failure to comply could lead to termination. This issue is 
much debated ~n the diversion field. Some programs use the contract or rather breach of contract terms as 
justification ~or termination of the participant from the program. Others are vehemently opposed to using 
the cor.tract ("treatment plan") which is developed as a result of the confidential negotiations between the 
counselor and the participant to terminate a person from the diversion program. In essence, the exact pur
pose of the contract and its accompanying legal implications are unresolved in diversion practices. 

~ Maluccio and Marlow, supra, Note 21, p. 329 
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In the diversion process, the development of the contract occurs after the partici
pant has been interviewed by the screener or intake person, and/or after the 
participant is officially enrolled in the program. (See Section II, Current 
Practices.) Specific terms of the contract may be focused on either a problem that 
has been presented by the participant or on certain factors that have been identified 
in the participant's life situation that indicate that (s)he needs some additional 
structure in order to maintain a more stable existence. 24/ On the ot~er hand, the 
contract may simply iden~ify the program's requirements for the participant, e.g. 3 

to maintain steady employment, attend counseling sessions, etc. 

Broadly speaking, the salient features of the contract include mutual responsibility, 
explicitness, joint participation in the counseling process, accountability, and 
flexibility. 25/ Specifically: 

• the conditions of the counseling relationship and respective 
responsibilities and limitations of the counselor and the 
participant are stated as explicitly as possible; 

• the counselor and participant agree to work together to fulfill 
the terms of the contract; 

• the participant uses his/her own skills and resources to enhance 
his/her motivation, inves~~ent, and self-esteem; the counselor 
provides support and guidance to the client; and 

• the participant and counselor periodically evaluate the terms of 
the contract to verify and accommodate changing participant needs 
and achievements. 

The Contract's Application 
to Diversion 

The use of the written contract may be useful in the diversion counseling process for 
many reasons. The contract has specific value for the participant in the program as 
well as for the program and its counselors. It may: 

• aid the participant in learning to identify, conceptualize, and 
clarify his/her problems/needs, implement the necessary steps to 
resolve the problem and/or satisfy the need, and to develop alter
native solutions; 

o be instrumental as a motivational tool for failure oriented parti
cipants to achieve a series of small successes through attainment 
of specified goals; 

• at a minimum alleviate some of the existing suspicions about the 
arbitrariness of a given decision affecting the participant; 

24/ Sec "Standards" szll'l'a, Note 4. 

321 Based on characteristics of contract as explained by Maluccio and Marlow, Bupra, Nota 21, pp. 329-330; 
Richard Jones, "The Use of Contract Counseling in Corrections", in Readings in Correctional Casework 
and Counseling, ed. by Edward Peoples, California: Goodyear Publishing Co., 1975, pp. 222-226; Allen 
Pincus, Anne Minahan, Social Work Practice, Illinois: F. E. Peacock Publishers, 1973, Chapter 9. 
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• reduce subjectivity on the part of the counselor and provide 
more consistency of judgement regarding the participant 
throughout the program; and 

provide important documentation in the event that termination 
decisions a~e challenged. 

In summary, the contract represents a systematic scheme for working with the parti
cipant and allows an opportunity for counselor and participant to assess through a 
rather reliable method the progress of the participant through the program. 
Counselor and participant are given an opportunity to share their understanding of 
assistance available and to be rendered. A methodical way of approaching and explor
ing the situation of the participant will greatly increase a counselor's ability to 
assist him/her effectively. Thus, the participant is assured of his/her rights in 
the treatment relationship (as distinct from the legal rights pervasive in the 
criminal justice system) and can expect a quid pro quo relationship between the 
agency and him/herself. 



i jl , 
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Two basic types of written contracts are used in diversion programs: the acceptance/ 
participation contract and the service contract. Although this bulletin focusses 
on the second type, j.t is important to distinguish between the two. This section 
provides a discussion of these contracts and their function in the diversion counsel
ing process. 

Acceptance/Participation Contract (refer to Exhibit A below) 

The acceptance/participation contract is essentially a predesigned application form 
that the participant signs, acknowledging aCI';:eptance of the diversion option. This 
contract outlines general obligations and parameters of behavior for the individual 
participating in the diversion program. More specifically, the acceptance/partici
pation contract states for the defendant: 

• what behavior is expected for successful completion of the 
program (e.g., attendance at counseling sessions, eta.); and 

• what behavior will result in non-completion of the program. 

Exhibit. A 

(Pl<R'rICIPANT AGREEHEN'r) 

'rhe Diversion Project is a program of the Courts made availilble to you on a voluntary basis. 
Your successful participation may rer;ult in a recommendation that the chat'ge (s) now pending 
against you be dismissed. In order to become enrolled as a participant, you must agree to 
the following conditions: 

1. I understand that an application for postponement of my case for a period of 
_months will be made to t.he court and prosecutor. I voluntarily consent to 
this application and hereby 11aive my right to a speedy trial. 

2. t understand that I may \1ithdraw frem participation in the progr= for any 
reason, and that my participation in the program mdY be terminated if I fail 
to live up to this agreement. If my participation in the program ends, I 
agree to return to court on the date set for my next appearance. I under
stand that, if I fail to n~turn to court, tho court may issue a \~arrant for 
my arrest. 

3. I agrce to partiCipate in ,",mnscling sessions as often as required either at 
my home or the Pretrial Project offices, as directed by a counselor. I agree 
further to attend any other appointments as arranged by the Pretrial Project 
staff, or Vocational service Center staff and to take any tests arranged for 
me by the staff. 

4. I understand that if I am rearrested my participation will be terminated auto
matically. My counselor should be notified if this occurs. 

Additionally, the acceptance/participation contract often indicates that the partici
pant must take part in a "counseling" plan (refer to discussion below on service 
contracts) and abide by further guidelines set forth by the counselor or the program. 
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The signing of the acceptance/participation form by the participant signals the first 
official evidence of his/her entry into diversion. 

Exhibit B 

(PARTICIPANT AGllEBMImT) 

In ord.,r for tIlt) Diversion Project. t.o offer a recommendation t.o the Court I"l''Jatdinq your 
case I you must particil'ato in all activitiN) that you and the interviowinq counselor plan 
for you. 

'rile following ilrc the requircmenta of the Diversion l'roject: 
Yo CONTACT YOUll COUNSELOR@ERY WFWEVERY 2 WEEKS FOR -L ~IONTHS. 
j-(. Keep all your al'Pointments with your counselor. 
'1.if. Report to your counselor if you change your addrm;r; or your job statufl. 
J;(, Do not get arrested and convicted of any Pona1 Co do violat.icllI. 
~ DC' not misropresent any information t.() the Divorsion Project. 
if.\.' Attend all requiro~ counseling sessions _ _ ._}nc~1.2di;;ll th,:g.!::'-.~;!I..lll~~g;~_." ____ , ____ ., .. 

/ H/lJul.vc'mclZt lJiUz tlzo lahl . 
V)'f. COmply 11ith tho follo\~in(J Elt~rvice pl .. n-.7iiESpgGIFicl:----·~--·-~·-·-·~· -.---.-.-~ 

A. Maintain current employment 
~i' Se(>!: morl' gainful or different(mi!;i:Oi''l1\ont_~':=~-=-== __ ~=--=_~':::'~-=,c=:~ 

.;c" S('ek '~ml'loymcnt 
~ 1'01l0\~ up on t.h-e-D.,.iv-e-r-s-~-·o~n-project Job -r;:;Ierr;~ls---·---~--·--"----. ~--.. 
~. Att.ond ,lob Socl,inq Skillu training 'n~99i()nD ,zi- t!H::M;-;~'~;:;r:~;:·l)l,"\rl~-"-"'~----· 
~;.. Follow up on vocational traininq rcfcrral_=--===:=:·---·-~·--"~:~=:. ___ ~-' 

.,)6. Pursue/continue> your educational program, 

I. 
,1. 

J7. 
~I. 

N. 
O. 

1. lIigh School 
2. College -
3. Adult E·d:-u-c-a-:'t""i-o-n......"S-c,-h-oo-,l_ 
4 • Business colloge_-=-__ . ______ _ 
5. English aB a Second Language> Course ______ • ___ .. _ •. __ _ 
~/. Apprenticeship Prepat'ation ClasBco ~"-'-,-""",-,_--,--,~ 

V'o Nork on acquiring GED tal<c ne,ct 2'ow21 oj' tt~fJtll ,xt. ,tw;{(;:"~::Ji~--===: 
8. ----------_._-------------~--~---
lJ. 
1'01101; up on community agency referral~l: 
1. Sodnl Services Department , ______________ . ____ _ 
2. Social Security Administration 7' Department of Hotor VehicltlB ----;,en,,,, dl'itlel' 'v li(~clln,' -- -.-
~ V(!ltcrans· Gcrvic('s Pl()~i;"0,·t t;nl;Jr.1tl {V2l f-;obl~~i7~~ ,_~_~=-_~ __ ::~ 
5. Cultural agellcy 
G. Vocational/cilreer evaluation and/or counseling _____ . ______ _ 
7. Vocational rehabilitation 
8. Psychological teBting and/or counselirlg __________ _ 
'l. Substance abUBe evaluation and/or counselil\g __ . ______ ._~ __ _ 
10. 
11. 
S(1(* VoIUntocrworiZ------.--------------------------------Keep a journal 
Devolop a budgct----·--

--------------~~~--~ Pay rostitution in the amount of '~;;1.:..§JL_ by ~fa!! :;'1, 1084 (d(~te). 

If you k(>,e1> all your agreements with the Divernion Project, the Court will normally agree to 
fo11O\." our recommelldiltion that charges against. you be dismisscd. If you don I t I(ccp your 
agreement \~ith the project, or if you decide to quit the Project, you case will be sent back to 
to Court for pr0gecution. I FULI,Y UNDERSTAND THE REQl1IRENENTS GOVERNING MY PARTICIPATION IN 
THE PROJECT AND DO AGREE TIIAT I WILL ABIDE BY TillS SERVICE PLAN. 

Participant's signature Date 
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Two points should be noted: 

• Not all diversion programs use an acceptance/participation 
contract. If not used, acceptance of the diversion option 
by the participant ~s acknowledged by an informa.l or verbal 
agreement among the prosecutor, the courts, and the program. 
Thus, no formal document exists which verifies the partici
pant's willingness to enter into and abide by the require
ments of the diversion program. 

The acceptance/participation contract is many times used inter
changeably with the service contract (see Exhibit B above). 
When this occurs, the service plan is usually included in 
the acceptance/participation contract. This practice 
indicates a more standardized approach to the delivery of 
services. In other words, a set scheme of services is 
routinely offered the defendant. This strategy affords 
virtually no flexibility for counselors to respond to the 
needs of the individual defendant. In fact, as indicated 
in discussions with various practitioners, it is thei.:r 
sentiment that if a participant has identified an arlH:t which 
is problematic and is personal in nature, the accep1.:emce/ 
participation contract is an inappropriate tool with which to 
analyze the problem or respond to the participant's individual 
needs. Often, the acceptance/participation contract is 
written in general terms. Moreover, this contract is more 
likely to become part of a public record or at least be 
reviewed by other criminal justice personnel (e.u.~ prosecutors 
judges) if it does not remain in the possession of these 
persons. 

The Service Contr~ct 26/ (refer to Exhibits C, Df and E below) 

The service contract (commonly referred to in divers~on as goal contract, perform
ance contract, or intervention contract) is identical to the contract described in 
Section I. To reiterate briefly, this contract is a confidential agreement which 
facilitates counselor and participant interaction and is instrumental in ordering 
priorities and allocating time for attaining goals. 27/ 'I'his type of contract 
indicates a more individualized approach to service delivery thereby allowing the 
counselor an opportunity to tailor diversion services to the needs of the individual 
participant. The assumption is that the relationship begins with the participant's 
present situation and works toward goals (s)11e has set for him/herself. Thus, 
emphasis is placed on the attainment of a (personal) condition or object sought by 
the individual to satisfy a need or wa~lt. The contract may also include attention 
to those factors which in the counselor's assessment will increase the participant's 
ability to avoid arrest situations through stabilizing the behavior and/or present 
situation. The development of the service contract usually occurs after the parti
cipant has signea the acceptance/participation agreement. (Also refer to Section 
III, Step 1.) 

261 This t~rm is conSistent with terminology used in "Standards" llupl'a, tlote 4. 

W Naluccio and Narlow, supra, Note 21, p. 329. . 
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Practices of developing the service contract vary widely among individual counselors 
and programs. Accordingly, different featurus of the contract are stressed. The 
samples which are shown below indicate this diversity: from the relative vagueness 
of Exhibit c to the more detailed approach of Exhibit D to the very structured format 
outlined in Exhibit E. Exhibit C obviously emphasizes the identification of short 
and long term goals for the participant and specifies the counselor's obligations as 
well as the participant's responsibilities in the counseJ.:i.ng relationship. One 
disadvantage is that the counselor may not differentiate short- and long-term goals 
adequately; thus, goals are vague and non-specific. Thus it would be difficult to 
determine if the goals identified have been achieved. Similarly, the counselor is 
glven great latitude in deciding the basis for what constitutes appropriate behavior 
for the participant. 

Exhibit C 

Short term Goal (s) : 1 wmdd llh' to ('onir7<'i(' the dtv,;!'olc''l l'I',):Il'i1m iJ//('t!l'cllj'ullllj 
thl~2~:;"Jor'L' J 

LOllg range 'Joal (fj): I '[;J,'zdd IJ1:.e to h~ !~blc tll (wI, !dmlll bette!' I"ith l11il !(Imllu, O(>pl',-'{d1ll 
m!1 mL,aWl'. 

1 Ion ~Il't iz.1I'l'l! ),,,',01 mil cOL·ial Z'lfe. J am 1/ot: hl!'l'<! r.,UI1 111:1 ,ll'l','cwnwt' , 
I 1,\)111<1 lOw tu i('llc ;;0 l'ou~/(lll, 

_____ , agree to, or have participated in the above 'loals. 

I will put forth an much effort dS possible to accomplinh these goals by . _____ , ___ .~ .• 

3. rl~(1l' 2:dL' t:ct'lznif.kl.Z -t'l':j"ll.J,<:rz,zt-ion to o Z'z:Ctz +.. d()H(Jl-ll)ni~l~! pll(lbl'l'nw/topi~!c 
It'lth lJh,\'h T ,1m j'am/li,ll', 

Client's Signature 

Counselor's Signature 

Goal Achievement 

\~ere goals met'? If not, why? 

(datl~) 

I 
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While the terms of Exhibit D are more specific and time-limited, this contract omits 
an explicit statement of the counselor's responsibilities. However, by having both 
the counselor and the participant sign the contract, t:he two part.ies (counselor and 
participant) are mutually agreeing t.o fulfill the obligations of the contract. It 
appears that the counselor will also need to make some subjective assessments about 
whether the participant actnally accomplishes the terms of the contract. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

Exnibit D 

Hect vlith my counGelor at leaflt once every b(~ginning or <It any 
time that my COUOllelol' may feal neCaS(lClry. Af.'tor··::-·· ____ I~C' wITfre-.::cvaluatc O'll:' 
meoting Gch,~dul(>. 

1'ay at leant toward my ,>c'rvicc Fat' ( ) on 11ith t.he balance of 
.. ___ .,~_~ to··bc·p·.;itI by ._._~ ____ ._ .. ' To thin data there icoo·r;7,;tituti(;'n, but if at 
a later date there in any rest:itution claimed, I \~in pay thL' tot;).l amount rortiMith. 

I would lilw to becoml' em aI,prentice plumber, so I I'lill contact my fdam] from the 
Plumber's Union beforo ,'lIld follol~ through I~i t.h all th::lt he' GU'j'lC(;tfl. I 
wEI disGu8[; that matt,oTiit:-ai,!)oIntmollt,; with my cClunselor. 

In order t(J malw a bl'ttm' d0cinion as tCl l~hQther or not' I I,Quld like to join til,' 
military, 1 I~ill contact: 2\ir Force and Navy HecruitcrD bl'fon, ~_<,_,._,~_. ____ , and 
bring this information to my c"um;elor. I \~ill also inform my courwdor whcll I 
rf'ccive a reply from the Coaut, Guard. 

I vlill tal~e a11 the nect'n,;ary stP.l'lJ to 11ithdraw fl'clm the Univcruity of ______ , ____ , __ 
befOl'O If thilt; irm't. polltJihlo, I \~ill make' ('very atb!mpt to bring my qrade 
point av~i;s-hiqh as l'osoib)c and disCIHH; thio maUat' at aPI'ointment~; I'lith my 
counsolor. 

I wi11 maintain my pre[;ont job ,J.t , ___ <,.~_~. __ .~ __ until 1 fil\(l a bC!ttcr :joh and 
diacusG any mevi job !JrO!lpe(:to with my c:ounuelor. 

I would like to learn moru about the Criminal Justice l'ruCCGll. I will oboerve the 
differpnt procceding!l ill District Court and I'lill dimmm; tlwf1C ')xll()rienc(~o I~ith my 
counselor. 

I realize that the termu of thin Cont.ra(:t may be reneqot.iatl'd if c:ircum"tanee!J beyond 
my control make it llCCe[)Oary. 

! understand that by fulfilling the terms of thi~J c:ontra.ct r ill11 ,kmonutrating that I ill11 
a re!JponGibll~ person and that further prosecution for thi[) offons(' I~ould not be ncceBsary. 

Date 
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In contrast, Exhibit E is based on the ut.ilization of a point system. All partici
pants are required to achieve a certain number of points during the period of diver
sion in order to receive a favorable recommendation from the program. Of course, 
participants may also lose points for each activity specified. Thus, this contract 
is inherently more restrictive than the others. The full weight in fulfilling the 
terms of the contract rests with the participant. For example, if a participant is 
five minutes late to an appointment because he was attending a funeral, the point 
system does not take into account the reason; therefore, the participant loses the 
appropri~te points. This contract does, however, reduce considerably the a~m.ount of 
subjective decision-making necessary on the part of the counselor. 

Exhibit E 

r agree to the following in the 90 days I am in the pretrial program. I further understand 
that the J:!uint levels are subject to change \~ithout notice by the pretrial program. 

1. 1 will attend at leilst one (1) assigned meeting a week and will earn ~points 
for this. 

2. I will make the meeting at the assigned time and will lose 7~ points every 5 
minutes I am late. 

3. I will make at least one (1) assigned phone call to the o:l'':ice each week and 
will earn 10 points for this. 

4. I will make the phone call at the assigned time and will lose S points every 
5 minutes I am late. 

5. I will earn 1 point for each hour that I work (30 hours/w<)ek) and lose 1 point 
for each hour that I miss. 

6. I -;ill earn !Q.J2.0int!:l. for bringing in my pay stub once ::. Vlcek and lose 10 points 
if I don't. 

7. I will earn 20 Eoints for each appointment with the Career Developer and lose 
1~~ts for each 5 minutes I am late. 

8. 1 will earn 10 points for each training program I am sent to by the Career 
Developer and lose 10 Eoints if I don't go. 

9. I will earn lJ29in! for each hour that. I work at the Army Reserves (16 hours/ 
month) and lose L.E£int for each hour that. I miss. 

10. I will earn 10 EOintl?, for bringing in my pay stub once a month and lose ,10 points 
if I dor. t. 

11. I will earn} EOints for each hour that 1 volunteer time at the veterans Hospital 
(3 hours/we('k) and lose 3 Eoin~ for each hour that I miss. 

It should be not.cd that this type of contract is developed in much the same way as contracts 
C and D (see Section III). A total number of points are assigned to each particular activity 
that is to bl~ reinforced for the defendant. A different contract is developed for each 
participant and is !"('flective of his/her own needs, resources, ate. 
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The complexity of the contract may vary depending on the individual, his/her needs, and 
ability in formulating and using it. Some participants are necessarily limited by 
social, physical, and psychological considerations. Therefore, they are unable to 
tormulate an explicitly written contract. fB/ These illustrations are neither 
recommended as models, nor are they suggested as examples of all types of contracts 
presently in use in diversion programs. They are representative, however, of the 
range of issues that need to be discussed when programs decide to implement contracts. 
Ostensibly an inherent difficulty with the application of contracts is that in most 
cases some of the decision-making regarding a participant still requires subjective 
assessments on the part of the counselor. Such assessments rarely are quantifiable. 
In conclusion, the type of contract developed will reflect a prog~am's counseling 
philosophy, needs, staff capabilities, and available community resources. 

28/ Ibid, p. 327. 
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The process of developing the contract (contracting) is divided for purposes of 
analysis into three basic parts: assessment, goal setting, and specifying inter
vention strategies. 29/ In practice, these steps often overlap. This section 
describes each phase of the contracting process and tells how they ~re translated 
into a realistic plan of action. A brief discussion is included on the role of 
the counselor. (Refer to Exhibits C, D, E, Section II, for illustrations of the 
contract.) 

Step 1: Assessment 

The first stage of developing che written contract involves making a thorough analysis 
of the potential participant, and his/her capabilities. The assessment phase occurs 
after the participant and coun~Glor have had initial contac't. During'the contact 
phase, the counselor and pdrticipant may discuss some preliminary goals for the parti
cipant, and the counselor collects relevant information about the participant. 30/ 
It is important to remind the reader that the actual development of the written 
contract may not, and probably should not, occur at the first meeting. But given the 
time constraints of the diversion program, the written contract should be developed 
as soon as sufficient information about the participant is obtained. For the diver
sion participant the assessment phase should result in answers to the following 
questions: 31/ 

• What are the factor(s) that surrounded the participant's arrest, 
influenced his/her decision to engage in some form of criminal 
behavior; and are these factors causing problems in the partici
pant's life in general? 

• Does (s)he need services? 

• What services would be helpful? 

• Will (s) he make appropr:iate use of the services to be offered? 
(Is (s)he motivated?) 

• Is (s)he capable of assuming responsibility for behavior? 

• Can (s)he exhibit sufficient self-control in his/her specific 
situation? If so, under what conditions? 

The personal interview is the primary medium through which pertinent information 
about the participant is gathered. However, counselors may rely on other sources 
such as observations, discussions with the family, a visit to the participant's 
home, information obtained from various tests (e.g.~ psychological, aptitude) and/ 
or other relevant documents containing facts about the participant. Seme diversion 
counselors begin the interview with a prepared list of questions for the participant. 

29/ Pincus and Minahan, supra, Note 25, pp. 163-193; Compton and Ga1away, supra, Note 20, pp. 315-317. 

30/ Compton and Galaway, supra, Note 20, Chapter 7. 

31/ Some of these guidelines are suggest by Robert Nideffer, Ph.D., in an unpublished paper entitled 
"Psychological AsSessment in a Pretrial Diversion Program", p.2. 
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This process yields detailed information about the participant's education and 
occupational background, resources, and personal interests and goals. 

An interview may take anywhere from several minutes to several hours. Some partici
pants have fewer needs/requests than others and are easily able to avoid situations 
which may lead to further crises or problems (e.g.~ rearrest). For example, a parti
cipant who is employed at the time of enrollment, is experiencing no unusual 
difficulties in his/her personal life, and who appears highly motivated may require 
only a minimal amount of the counselor's time. Others may have greater needs and the 
interview may necessarily be mo~e involved and/or prolonged as the counselor tries 
to understand the situation being presented by the participant. As an illustration: 
a female participant's eight year-old daughter is raped by the mother's live-in boy
friend. The mother is charged as co-defendant in the case. The diversion counselor 
may spend a great deal of time trying to ascertain and explore fully how the mother 
is responding to the event(s), its impact on family members, eta. In short, depend
ing on the needs or problems of the participant and his/her ability to communicate 
these needs, an interview may be short or quite extensive in duration. 

The assessment process gives the counselor an understanding of: 

• how the various elements of the situation are operating to 
produce or maintain the participant's present behavior; 

• those factors which may impede the participant's ability to 
cope with his/her life tasks; and 

• the seriousness or urgency of any problems that are presented. 

In addition, the information obtained during this stage will allow the counselor to 
determine whether a referral to another agency (e.g.~ drug treatment, community 
mental health clinic, eta.) will be necessary for the participant. 

Step II: Goal Setting 

The counselor and the participant must now transform the participant's needs/requests 
into goals and objectives. The purpose of delineating goals is to determine and agree 
on the desired outcomes of the work to be accomplished. The terms of this agreement 
should be mutually acceptabl~ to both participant and counselor. The basis for speci
fying goals should rest on the following principles. 32/ 

• Goats shouLd be suffiaientLy speaifia and aonarete to be 
measurabte. 

• Partiaipants shouLd have a reasonabLe ahanae of a~hieving 
the goaLs set within the standard diversion time f1wne. 

With reference to the first point, various authorities agree that to reach clear-cut 
outcomes, goals must be reduced to specific objectives that are measured by concrete 
observations. For example, a goal-setting scheme for a participant who wants to 

32/ compton and Ga1away, supraJ Note 20, pp. 316-317. 
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become a truck driver (but who has no driver's license) might be diagrammed in the 
contract in the following way: 

Goal: I would like to get a job as a truck driver. 

The primary objective may involve getting his driver's license and include 
the following activities as stated from the participant's perspective: 

• taking the test for a temporary license on the Wednesday 
after my birthday; 

• practicing driving and parking for one hour each day; 

• studying the rules and road signs for one 'hour each day 
from 7:00 to 8:00 pm; and 

• making an appointment to take the test one week before the 
period of my participation ends. 

Another example: a participant may be experiencing some bitter feelings toward his 
recently divorced wife and begins to drink heavily. This affects his work produc
tivity and he is receiving, in his estimation, undue pressure from his supcrvisnr. 
His situation is further complicated by his, inability to manage his personal 
financial affairs. Previously his"wife performed this responsibility and he blames 
her for all his troubles. His goal may be to resolve these bitter feelings and 
assume more responsibility for managing his life. 

To help improve the current situation the participant may decide: 

• to have a meeting with the diversion counselor every Friday; 

• to discuss at the second meeting with the counselor his angry 
feelings about his ex-wife and write them down on paper; 

• to discuss on the third meeting with the counselor things that 
his wife did that made him feel good (all the good things about 
his wife) and write them down on paper; 

• to attend alcohol counseling sessions twice weekly on Tuesday 
and Thursday; and 

• to attend a party his friend is giving on Saturday to make new 
acquaintances. 

To be able to better manage his personal financial matters the participant may want 
to be referred to a financial counseling center; or bring to his weekly meetings with 
the counselor his bills and checkbook so that the counselor can aid in teaching him 
better financial accounting methods. 

Specifying goals that are achieveable for this defendant will necessitate involved 
discussions between the counselor and the participant to discuss his problems and 
situation and to identify the critical factors that se·nm to be underlying his be
havior(s). Obviously, the counselor may want to involve the participant in short
term goals as well as long-term goals. The participant and the counselor must guard 
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against setting limits (developing the contract too early) before sufficient infor
mation about the participant and his situation can be ascertained. 

Often, counselors and participants will specify goals but will not explicitly spell 
out how these goals will be accomplished. Identifying the goal alone (i.e.~ get my 
high school diploma, put son/daughter in nursery school) may be useless in guiding 
the defendant toward the steps necessary for its accomplishment. Whether the goals 
of the counseling relationship are "self awareness", obtaining employment, high 
school diploma or vocational training, the effort will only be successful to the extent 
that the counselor and the participant can specify what must be done to achieve the 
goals. For example, someone who wants to obtain a G.E.D. may need tutoring services 
or study for a specified period of time in order to pass the G.E.D. examination. In 
marital cour 'eling, it is more effective for the husband and wife to state in writing 
that they WiLl spend time together regularly (i.e.~ at least one hour each week) 
rather than to state verbally they will "try harder". Also, the ability to measure 
adequately the attainment of the goals is sacrificed when objectives are non-specific. 

In planning realistic goals with the participant the counselor must consider: 

• his/her own personal and professional resources as well 
as those of the participant; 

• the degree of resistance that may be encountered from the 
part.icipant (e.g.~ counselor refers participant to drug 
counseling center but the part~cipant continudlly fails to 
keep scheduled interviews); and 

• the degree of interest the plient has in attaining the goals 
(e.g.~ high school drop-out who wants to be an airline pilot 
but who doesn't want to return to school). 

Finally, the counselor and participant will need to identify which goals will be 
given preference in light of the existing resources and needs of the participant. 
Of course, differences in perspectives and values should be discussed and negoti
ated. It is important that the goals set are not too ambitious for the participant. 
Un~ealistic goals are likely to lead to frustration and decreased motivation. 

Step III: Developing a Strategy for Intervention 

In this phase, counselor and client engage in dialo~ue to decide what steps are 
needed to attain particular goals. It is at this point the client verbalizes to 
the counselor the manner in which (s)he wishes to proceed (i.e.~ what steps (s)he 
would like to take to achieve goals) and specifies in his/her own estimation, the 
contribution (s)he expects the counselor to make. Similarly, the counselor shares 
with the defendant his/her thoughts on how goals should be accomplished and what i~ 
expected of the client by the agency. 

Clarification and explicitness of the respective roles of counselor and participant, 
the tasks to be performed, and of the conditions and limits of diversion are crucial 
to the effective implementation of the contracc. Any differences that arise 
relative to these issues should be explored and negotiated. 

The success of the contract will depend somewhat on how the decisions made by the 
counselor and participant fit together. For this reason, the counselor is a key 
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person in the contracting process. Just as participants bring an array of problems 
to the diversion agency, the counselor must have a variety of strategies that may 
be employed. 33/ 

The Counselor in the contracting Process 

The counselor's role is to "help the offender evaluate his/her progress, assist in 
formulating new plans, contribute technical information, and provide encouragement 
and support!'. 34/ 

The counselor must clarify for the participant the rules and regulations imposed on 
him/her by the court and the age-ney as well as be responsible for the interaction 
between him/herself and the client. A counselor's responsibility to the participant 
in the counseling relationship should be spelled out clearly. Examples of this 
responsibility include thoughtfulness in making appointments that are suitable to 
the participant, privacy in interviews, care in keeping appointments, ability to let 
the participant "do" for him/herself, and ability to be flexible in adjusting goals 
and methods. 35/ 

Two considerations for the counselor to remember are that: 

• (s)he cannot make unlimited time available to the participant, 
nor should (s)he promise more than can be delivered; and 

• (s)he should not engage in activity that calls for service 
beyond his/her skills, nor promise services that are beyond 
the scope of the agency. 36/ 

According to Robert Nideffer, a clinical psychologist who has worked with diversion 
participants, the diversion counselor must have special talents and knowledge. He 
states that: 

"The counselor in a diversion program is charged with a difficult 
responsibility, to keep the defendant out of trouble until the 
program is over and to institute rehabilitative programs that will 
help him to stay out of trouble after he leaves the program. Those 
staff members who have primary contact with clients must have highly 
developed interviewing and interpersonal skills .•.. The staff must 
have a broad knowledge of the community and of the resources of the 
community available." 37/ 

IJimitations of the Contract 

It is not the intent of this paper to advocate the contract process as a flawless 
method that will provide answers to all the complex problems encountered during the 

W Jones, oupp..z, Note 25, pp. 222-223. 

2iI Ibid, p. 224. 

35/ For further reading refer to Annette Garrett, Interviewing: Its principles and Methods, New York: F'~ily 
Services Association of America, 1970. 

36/ compton and Galaway, supra, Note 20, pp. 317-319. 

~ Nideffer, supra, Note 21, pp. 1-2. 
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counseling process in a diversion program. Quite the contrary, many issues concern
ing the contract remain unresolved. The collective experience expressed by diversion 
practitioners in using the contract indicate that: 

• The contract may not work well with all individuals. Noted 
auth~rities indicate that the contract works best with those 
individuals who have "behavioral problems involving a lack 
of either self-discipline, judgement or motivation". 38/ 

• Developing a contract for each participant may be time consuming 
for staff. First of all, the general interaction between staff 
and participant can be prolonged. Counselors may devote a great 
deal of time in ascertaining participant's needs and desires, his/ 
her motivational capacity to achieve goals, eta. Secondly, the 
counselor may spend an equally long period of time conceptualizing 
and reducing the participant's desired behavior into specific 
objectives. For example, a counselor may have difficulties 
stating in writing his/her perceptions of the participant 1 s 
problems (bad attitude, poor self-concept., "can't relate to author
ity figures", eto.). In these instances a counselor may want to 
isolate the particular behavior for further study. A participant 
who has problems relating to authority figures may be asked to 
chart his/her specific responses to various persons in authority 
positions (mother, older brother, police, eta.). The counselor 
should contrast the participant's responses with the observed 
general behavior/demeanor of the participant. This exercise may 
reveal that the participant either has or does not have a problem 
with authority figures but is instead making excuses for his/her 
bad behavior. 

• Because not all individuals have the same levels of motivation 
or the same abilities of perceiving long- and short-term goals, 
intermediate rewards and punishments may need to be included 
in the contract for those participants who appear marginally 
motivated or difficult to work with. Several things should 
be noted: 

Each goal in the contract carries with it an answer to the question 
"What happens if I achieve this (or do not achieve this)?". Thus, 
achievement of a particular goal carries with it a reward, lack of 
achievement carries a penalty. The most tangible of the rewards 
that can be offered a participant in diversion is dismissal of the 
charge against him/her. Meanwhile, during program participation, 
participants may be asked to perform a number of certain tasks 
each of which are tied to the ultimate goal. Normally, the most 
punitive sanction that is imposed on the defendant for violations 
is termination from the program (i.e." return to court for formal 
processing) . 

31~l Jonco, OUP'J:J Note 25, p. 224. 
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Two considerations should be remembered by the counselor in developing 
a system of sanctions. 

--Rewards and sanctions need not be elaborate, rather they 
should be simple and explicit. 

--Sanctions generally have strong symbolic impact. 

For example, the counselor may use the different levels of 
services provided by the agency as positive reinforcement" 
for the participant. If a participant prefers to bo in the 
group sessions, the counselor may start him in individual 
counseling and later (pending improvement in behavior, etc.) 
graduate him/her into grQup sessions. An alternate way to 
offer short-term rewards to the participant for appropriate 
behavior is to have the participant report to counseling 
sessions frequently at first and decrease the number of 
attendances for the participant later on. In case of out
standing participation, the program may also consider an 
early (successful) termination for the participant. 

• AS counselors become more familiar with the principles and use of 
the contract, there may be a tendency for contracts to gradually 
reflect a general format. Counselors begin to develop contracts 
that require the participant to perform based on the agency's 
expectations rather than on the participant's own needs. 
Individualized service contracts are no longer the standard 
practice. Similarly, counselors may impose the contract without 
fully understanding its essence (using the contract to impose 
stricter requirements on the participant). Suffice to say, 
these situations highlight the necessity to have the contract 
reviewed periodically by supervisory personnel. 

One final note: It is unrealistic to assume that the contract may mOGify or drasti
cally alter the behavior of the participant. 'I'he general time frame of diversion 
may be too short to evidence any permanent changes in behavior. The participant 
mayor may not be rearrested; (s)he may decide to leave the r~rogram on his/her own 
volition before participation ends. Counselors must remember that the diversion 
participant has had a disproportionate number of years in which to learn and 
unlearn certain behaviors, and short-term intervention cannot be expected to result 
immediately in an alteration of all dysfunctional conduct. 
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The purpose of this bulletin has been to review some of the salient issues in the 
service delivery strategy of diversion programs, the contract and its appropriate
ness in the diversion set·ting. In addition it has described existing practices 
of using the contract and attempted to offer a practical guide for those interested 
in using the contract. Limitations of the contract have also been noted. The need 
for objectivity and consistency in service delivery practices has been demonstrated. 
The counseling relationship, particularly in diversion, is a difficult process. The 
counselor must respond to the individual needs of the participant and, at the same 
time, the demands of society. These and other problems require careful attention. 

It is difficult to know the precise implications of the use of the contract in diVer
sion. An assessment of the field reveals that the state of the art is incomplete in 
this area and that current practices will continue to be modified and refined. As 
was noted in the introduction, it is hoped that this publication will stimUlate 
others to consider the various developments and issues of service delivery and to 
begin implementing practices that ensure that the delivery of services is predicated 
on fair and ethical principles. 
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The information below details a typical diversion process.* It is not to imply that 
all diversion programs adhere to each of these practices. Yet this should give the 
reader a general view of the diversity of diversion processes. 

Definition 

Programs which offer adult participants an alternative to the traditional criminal 
justice proceedings and which are voluntary, occur prior to adjudication, are 
capable of offering services to the "divertee" , and result in a dismissal of the 
charges. 

Goals 

8 Pretrial diversion should provide the traditional criminal justice 
system with greater flexibility and enable the system to conserve 
its limited resources for cases more appropriately channelled 
through the adversary process. 

Pretrial diversion should provide eligible participants with a 
dispositional alternative that avoids the consequences of regular 
criminal processing and possible conviction, yet insures that 
participants I basic legal righ·ts are safeguarded. 

Pretrial diversion should ~dvance the legitimate societal need to 
deter and reduce crime by having an effect on arrest-provoking 
behavior and by offering participants opportunities for self 
development. 

• Pretrial diversion should achieve the aforementioned goals in the 
most efficient; economical and non-duplicative mannl:!.t possible. 

Process 

Diversion occurs after the individual has been arrested and (preferably) after the 
prosecutor has screened the case to insure that it is prosecutable. Court-based 
diversion program counselors usually screen potential participants at the prelimi
nary hearing stage. If the defendant accepts the diversion option, a brief hearing 
is held before the bench; with the concurrence of the prosecutor, the judge approves 
diversion and continues the court date for a specified period of time. On the other 
hand, diversion programs operating under the prosecutorial model of diversion rely 
on the prosecutor, or his assistant, to screen cases and select those individuals 
who appear to be eligible for the diversion option. Those cases are then referred 
to the diversion program. If the defendant accepts diversion, the prosecutor agrees 
to hold the charges in abeyance for a specified period of time. 

* Refer to the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies "Performance 
Standards for Pretrial Diversion", and Paul Johnson "Pretrial Intervention: 
The Administration of Discretion" in National Association of Pretrial Services 
Agencies National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion Working Papers, 
1977, Arlington, Virginia. 
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The length of program participation is generally a minimum of three months and a 
maximum of two years. During the period of program participation, prosecution is 
deferred and a range of manpower and/or supportive services are delivered to the 
participant. The participant is assigned a counselor who discusses with the parti
cipant his/her needs and problems, and the possible services that can be provided 
by the program. The participant's satisfactory fulfillment of the program's 
requirements (steady employment, attendance at counseling, etc.) can result in 
a favorable recommendation to the court requesting dismissal of charges, or, in 
the case of prosecutorial programs, that the charges are dropped. 

Services 

Diversion programs have employed a wide range of services to address the needs of 
its participant population. Counseling is the primary focus of the majority of 
diversion programs' service delivery strategy. The goal of counseling is to help 
the participant enhance his/her personal growth and development. Generally, parti
cipants are required to attend one individual session per week, and/or one group 
session, or be employed or involved in an educational/tutorial program. Counseling 
styles and services vary depending on the program's philosophy, available community 
resources, and nature of the participant population. Diversion services include: 
employment, vocational training, individual cou.nseling, group counseling, family 
counseling, financial and consumer counseling, services for populations with 
specialized needs such as addicts, women, and juveniles. 

Completion 

The determination of what is acceptable behavior for termination from the diversion 
program is based largely on the participant's verbal behavior, attendance record at 
various counseling sessions and on his/her ability to avoid further criminal activity 
during program enrollment.** For successful candidates, the counselor recommends 
termination from the program and indicates to the Project Director that the partici
pant has fulfilled the obligations of the program satisfactorily. The Project 
Director then routinely approves termination and submits a communication to the court 
and/or prosecutor recommending dismissal of the charges. Not all participants com
plete the program successfully. Unsuccessful terminations typically occur if: a) 
there has been a rearrest, b) if the participant absconds, c) if the counselor 
adjudges that the participant has been uncooperative. The unsuccessful participant 
may be given a hearing prior to actual termination by the program (although this 
practice is not standard for all diversion programs). Unsuccessful participants are 
returned to the court for formal proceed:~ngs. 

** Fagan and Recker, page 10. 
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